Relationship between three-dimensional arrays of "lipidic particles" and bicontinuous cubic lipid phases.
Several lipid-water mixtures form phases that give rise to freeze-fracture replicas exhibiting three-dimensional regular arrays of closely packed globular elements, often called "lipidic particles". These phases have often been poorly classified with respect to long-range organization and symmetry and have in most cases been asserted to be built up by closed lipid aggregates, such as reversed micelles. However, studies of phases giving rise to the above-mentioned freeze-fracture replicas, with X-ray diffraction and the nuclear magnetic resonance pulsed field gradient diffusion technique, have revealed that they are cubic liquid-crystalline phases and with one exception bicontinuous phases, i.e., cubic phases in which both the hydrocarbon and the water regions are continuous. Up to now the only known exception is a cubic phase composed of closed rod-shaped micelles of the normal type. Thus it is not possible to decide from a freeze-fracture image of a cubic phase, showing three-dimensional arrays of "lipidic particles", if the phase is bicontinuous or composed of closed lipid aggregates. Hitherto, it has not been shown that a biological membrane lipid-water system is able to form a cubic liquid-crystalline phase consisting of reversed micelles. The existence of such a phase is also improbable considering the location in the phase diagrams of cubic phases formed by biological membrane lipid-water systems.